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FIVE ARTS CENTRE  
Report 2010 
 

Five Arts Centre is a collective of artists and producers dedicated to generating 
alternative art forms and images in the Malaysian creative environment.  The 
collective’s scope of work includes theatre, dance, music, visual arts and young 
people’s theatre. 

Since it was formed in 1984, Five Arts Centre has been committed to articulating 
multiple Malaysian identities and championing local creativity.  Founded by theatre 
directors Chin San Sooi and Krishen Jit, and dancer-choreographer Marion D’Cruz, 
Five Arts has been instrumental in the growth of a Malaysian identity in the arts. 

Today, the collective includes 14 arts activists and practitioners from across the 
generations and disciplines.  Current members of Five Arts Centre include Anne 
James, Chee Sek Thim, Chew Kin Wah, Fahmi Fadzil, Ivy N. Josiah, Janet Pillai, 
June Tan, Kubhaer T. Jethwani, Lew Chee Seong, Mac Chan, Marion D’Cruz, Mark 
Teh, Ravi Navaratnam, and Suhaila Merican. 

For 26 years, Five Arts has been at the forefront of creating experimental, 
interdisciplinary and intercultural work, as well as providing platforms for the next 
generation of arts practitioners.  Contemporary social and cultural issues impinging 
on Malaysian life are precipitated by the collective by way of exhibitions, 
performances, and creative and research workshops.  The collective has performed 
and presented its work widely in South-East Asia, Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, India, 
Egypt, Australia, Canada, Germany, Austria, Belgium, Portugal and the UK. 

From 2004 to 2006, Five Arts Centre was the manager of Arts Network Asia, a 
regional organisation supporting arts work in Asia.  In 2006, ASTRO and Five Arts 
Centre launched the Krishen Jit ASTRO Fund to support artistic work by 
Malaysians and others committed to the development of the arts in Malaysia 
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1. Workshop Performance:  Objects and Matter 
11 February 2010, at Five Arts Centre, Taman Tun Dr. Ismail, Kuala Lumpur. 

 
 

    
 
Objects and Matter was a workshop led by internationally-acclaimed Canadian-
Malaysian dancer-choreographer Lee Su-Feh, which involved actor-educator Anne 
James, director-journalist Hari Azizan, journalist Jacqueline Ann Surin and designer 
Tiffany Chew. 
 
For ten days, Su-Feh led this small group of artists in a movement workshop based 
on her research in Qigong and the energetic body.  The workshop asked, “can we 
and the objects around us share a given space together based on a system that is 
not intellectually imposed but comes out of the intelligence of a whole and 
polysensorial body?” 
 
The project interrogated assumptions about the inanimate and the living, and 
through that, the human body and its relationship to its environment.  A small 
workshop presentation was held at the end of the process at Five Arts Centre’s 
studio. 
 
Workshop led by Lee-Su Feh, with participants Anne James, Hari Azizan, 
Jacqueline Ann Surin and Tiffany Chew.  Produced by Lew Chee Seong. 
 
   
2. Performance:  Chilayu at the 5th Anniversary of HSBC in the Arts 

16 March 2010, The Actors Studio @ Lot 10, Kuala Lumpur. 
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The bitingly hilarious Chilayu segment of Marion D’Cruz’s 2007 production, Bunga 
Manggar Bunga Raya, was performed as Five Arts Centre’s contribution to the 5th 
Anniversary of the HSBC in the Arts programme.  The 15-minute extract was 
updated and expanded to include more performers, but retained its incisive and 
humourous dissection of racial identities in Malaysia. 
 
Created by Marion D’Cruz, with Anne James, Edwin Sumun, Ezdianie Hayatie 
Omar, Hari Azizan, Ivy N. Josiah, Jacqueline Ann Surin, James Lee, Janet Moo Tein 
Ni, Mark Teh, Rosheen Fatima, Ahmad Firdaus, Gan Chi Peh and Tiffany Chew. 
 
 
3. Performance Lecture:  Student Power!  

17 – 18 March 2010, PJ Live Arts, Jaya One, Petaling Jaya. 
 

       
 
The third project initiated as part of Five Arts Centre’s 25th anniversary celebrations 
(after Cuckoo Birds directed by Natalie Hennedige, and Hardesh Singh’s internet-
based PopWire, both in 2009) was documentary filmmaker-designer-activist Fahmi 
Reza’s Student Power research and public lecture project.   
 
Although concepts such as student autonomy, Students’ Union, student 
government, Speakers’ Corner & Solidarity Marches may seem distant and alien to 
Malaysian youth today, they were very much a part of campus culture in the 1960s, 
before the Universities and University Colleges Act 1971 came into place.  The 
student movement reached its zenith when they participated in the 1969 General 
Elections by releasing a Students’ Manifesto and touring major towns on the 
Peninsula to hold rallies and speak to tens of thousands of Malaysians.   
 
Fahmi presented his research on this under-documented period of Malaysian history 
in an illuminating multimedia lecture that combined rare photos, video footage, 
newspaper reports, archival materials and interviews.   
 
Since these two initial lectures, Fahmi has continued his lecture in many places.  He 
has also started a website to provide the public with more access to the ongoing 
research and documentation: http://studentpowerproject.tumblr.com.  There are also 
plans to turn the lecture into a video documentary.  
 
Created by Fahmi Reza, and featuring special appearances by 1960s University 
Malaya student leaders Dr. Khong Kim Hoong and Syed Hamid Ali. 
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Quotes from the press: 
 
“What student power entails is a right to form coherent organisations that will 
encourage activity, initiative and empowerment.  It is to allow students the freedom 
to form groups of open discussion and debates” – Pauline Wong, Malaysian 
Today, 15 April 2010. 
 
 
4. Exchange:  Asian Producers Meeting 

27 & 28 March 2010, The Annexe Gallery, Central Market, Kuala Lumpur. 
  
The Asian Producers Meeting was a two-day 
programme of talks, presentations and 
forums for performing arts producers and art 
presenters to engage with each other and 
exchange practices, experiences and 
models for working; allowing for the 
possibility of creating the means to 
collaborate in the future.   
 
The Asian Producers Meeting was initiated 
by June Tan of Five Arts Centre with 
Kentaro Matsui and Ken Takiguchi of Japan.  
Invited speakers from Japan, Singapore and 
Malaysia (including Alvin Tan, Carmen Nge, 
Jo Kukathas, Lisa Takayama, Lew Chee 
Seong, Marion D’Cruz, Noriko Kimura and 
Saya Namikawa) took part in discussions 
about production practices, experiences and 
cross-national collaboration as a platform for 
exchange between producers.    
 
The conveners and participants have moved towards concretising its network by 
establishing a Facebook group to further facilitate discussion and exchange, and are 
committed to organizing further exchanges, conferences and forums across their 
countries. 
 
The Asian Producers Meeting was presented by Asian Theatre Centre for Creation 
and Research and The Japan Foundation, with support by Five Arts Centre.   
 
Quotes from the press: 
 
“In lieu of local arts management courses and grants to venture out, young 
practitioners in attendance were grateful for the insights gained from the event… 
Held in Malaysia, the meeting has potential as an outreach vehicle to expose young 
Malaysians to the art of producing and collaboration, which is often taken for granted 
and misunderstood” – Sandee Chew, New Straits Times, 4 April 2010. 
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5. Performance:  Gostan Forward 
14 &15 April 2010, at Jendela Visual Arts Space, The Esplanade, Singapore. 

 

        
 
Gostan Forward, the critically-acclaimed intergenerational collaboration between 
Five Arts Centre members Marion D’Cruz and Mark Teh, was invited to perform at 
The Esplanade in Singapore as part of The Studios’ Belonging(s) season.   
 
Gostan Forward was an excavation of Marion's dance memory.  The performance 
lecture traced Marion's growth as a student, dancer, choreographer and educator, 
and revealed her choices, strategies and influences over the span of her 35-year 
dance career in Malaysia.  Marion told stories and performed excerpts of her 
favourite and most significant dance pieces, including Terinai, Swan Song, Urn 
Piece, Chilayu, and more.   The performance played to full houses and rave reviews 
in Singapore. 
 
Directed by Mark Teh.  Performed by Marion D’Cruz.  Visual designs by Grey Yeoh.  
Produced by The Esplanade and Suhaila Merican. 
 
Quotes from the press: 
 
“Marion D’Cruz weaves a magical tale of her life and work, incorporating projections 
and tantalizing excerpts from her choreography.  The storytelling is sublime and the 
historical and educational significance profound” - Stephanie Burridge, The Flying 
Inkpot, 14 April 2010. 
 
“This is one of the most simply-staged productions I’ve seen this year.  Yet it is also 
the most honest, engaging, immersive and endearing one… Gostan Forward is a 
piece that reminds you of the purity and sincerity of this art form” – Tara Tan, The 
Straits Times, 16 April 2010. 
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6. Performance:  Cuckoo Birds 
16 & 17 April 2010, at The Esplanade Theatre Studio, Singapore. 

 

      
 
Cuckoo Birds, our co-production with Singapore’s Cake Theatrical Productions 
which played to full houses during its Kuala Lumpur run in 2009, was also invited to 
be presented in The Esplanade as part of The Studios’ Belonging(s) season. 
 
Cuckoo Birds was a kaleidoscopic collision of personal and collective stories, 
connected and disconnected characters, real and imagined events all played out 
within a plastic container, extra sealed for protection.  Boldly encountering things 
violent, random and absurd, Cuckoo Birds was a contemporary theatrical 
experiment exploring the search for serenity in our often mad and brutal world. 
 
This bold work marked an exciting collaboration by Five Arts Centre with 
Singapore's Cake Theatrical Productions.  Fusing the artistic vocabularies and 
philosophies of both companies, Cuckoo Birds was a celebration of artistic energies 
that defied borders.  Cuckoo Birds was one of the four Five Arts Centre 25th 
anniversary celebration projects for 2009-2010. 
 
Directed by Natalie Hennedige.  Performed by Anne James, Elaine Pedley, Jo 
Kukathas and Rizman Putra.  Produced by June Tan, Sharon Tang and The 
Esplanade. 
 
Quotes from press: 
 
“A full-on sensory assault – biting lyricism wrapped in ultra-OTT-retro-psychedelic-
surreal-fantastical scenarios that alternated between the funny and the furious and 
the downright bizarre” – Mayo Martin, Today,18 April 2010. 
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7. Project:  Project Angkat Rumah 
26 June 2010, Jalan Ipoh to KLPac, Kuala Lumpur.    

 
The final project of Five Arts Centre’s 
25th anniversary celebrations was also 
the most ambitious.  Award-winning 
filmmaker Liew Seng Tat initiated a 
participatory gotong-royong project 
that required over 250 people to carry 
a big Malay kampung house over a 
distance of 1.3km from Jalan Ipoh to 
the KLPac. 
 
The idea for this project was partly 
inspired by a photograph that 
appeared in the New Straits Times in 
August 2007, during the 50th Merdeka 
anniversary month.   

 
The photo caption told of how farmer 
Abu Hassan Ahmad decided to move 
closer to his mother-in-law in order to 
care for her poor health, despite his 
great reluctance to move into a new 
kampung house.  As a result, 150 
villagers helped him carry his home 
half-a-kilometre to the new site, which 
took over an hour to accomplish.  The 
villagers then took part in a gotong-
royong to clear the land at the new location. 

 
While this act may seem unusual to young, urban Malaysians now, this was a fairly 
common exercise in the older days, especially in rural areas and small towns.  Many 
of these Malayans often took their entire house with them, with the help of their 
friends, families and neighbours. 
 
It was this very Malaysian spirit of cooperation, support and actual heavy-lifting that 
Seng Tat was interested to explore with KL-ites, and he was able to realize it with 
Project Angkat Rumah. 
 
On 26 June 2010, more than 250 people from diverse backgrounds turned up to 
take turns to carry house in a huge parade along Jalan Ipoh.  They were 
accompanied by a marching band, an all-Indian lion dance troupe, kompang players 
and costumed characters.  This parade caught the attention of many onlookers and 
passers-by, and appeared on the front page of many newspapers the following day. 
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The final destination of the house was next to KLPac, where it was converted into a 
stage for performance, featuring unusual bands such as The Wonder Boys, The 
Panda Head Curry and Ciplak!  The house was also fitted with a karaoke system, as 
well as a photo studio with costumes and props for members of the public.  Project 
Angkat Rumah was held in conjunction with Urbanscapes 2010, a big festival 
organized by KLue magazine. 
 
Creative directed by Liew Seng Tat.  Produced by June Tan and Mark Teh. 
 
 
8. Event: Pecha Kucha Night  

18 August 2010 at Leonardo’s Wine Loft, Bangsar, Kuala Lumpur 

Pecha Kucha Night was devised in Tokyo in February 2003 as an event for young 
designers to meet, network, and show their work in public. It has turned into a 
massive celebration, with events happening in hundreds of cities around the world, 
inspiring creatives worldwide. Drawing its name from the Japanese term for the 
sound of conversation ("chit chat"), it rests on a presentation format that is based on 
a simple idea: 20 images x 20 seconds. It's a format that makes presentations 
concise, and keeps things moving at a rapid pace. Pecha Kucha 20x20 is a simple 
presentation format where you show 20 images, each for 20 seconds. The images 
forward automatically and you talk along to the images.  

Mark Teh and the British Council organized a Pecha Kucha Night featuring 
members of Five Arts Centre, Instant Café Theatre Company and freelance artists.  

The Presenters were: 

Five Arts Centre members -      
Anne James - Actor / Educator 
Ivy Josiah - Producer / Executive Director of Women's Aid Organisation 
Kubhaer T Jethwani - Actor / Film Director 
Chee Sek Thim - Director / Performer / Visual Artist 
June Tan - Producer / Biologist / Filmmaker 
 
Instant Café Theatre Company members -   
Jo Kukathas - Actor / Director 
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Zalfian Fuzi - Actor / Director 
Rahel Joseph - Curator / Producer 

 
Freelance artists -  
Edwin Sumun - Actor / Director / SHE-LAH! 
Liew Kung Yu - Visual Artist 
Adeline Tan - Producer / Activist 
Leow Puay Tin - Playwright / Actor / Educator 
 
The night was filled with fascinating insights into the lives and work of all these 
artists. And the presenters played to a packed house! 
 
 
9. Fund Raising Event: My BFF Malaysia Day  

16 September 2010, Jalan Bangkung, Bangsar, Kuala Lumpur. 
 
This year, for the first time, 16 September was declared a public holiday in honour of 
Malaysia Day. Five Arts Centre was involved in an event organized by Ed Soo, 
owner of restaurants on Jalan Bangkung in Bangsar. The event had food, stalls, 
performances and general merry making! Five Arts Centre joined hands with Instant 
Café Theatre Company to organize a fundraising event for both companies.Tickets 
were sold for people to come eat what was called My BFF – My Beautiful Federation 
Feast. Performances were held to entertain the guests. Children form homes were 
also sponsored to come enjoy the food and festivities. 
 

 
                              Children from homes at My BFF 
 
The event was produced by Ivy Josiah. 
 
 
 
10. Grant: Krishen Jit Astro Fund 2010 

June – December 2010 
 
The Krishen Jit Astro Fund was in its 5th cycle in 
2010. The Krishen Jit - ASTRO Fund was 
introduced by ASTRO together with Five Arts 
Centre in commemoration of the late Krishen Jit 
and is aimed to provide deserving arts 
practitioners with monetary aid to pursue projects 
in the Arts.  The announcement of the Fund took 
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place on 28 April 2006 at Utih…Celebrating Krishen. This was a commemorative 
event on the first anniversary of his death.  The Fund was launched by Astro at this 
event. 
The Selection Panel for 2010 was: 
 
Dato’ Norliza Rofli – Director, Department of Arts and Culture, Ministry of 
Information, Communication and Culture, Malaysia. 
John Leahy – Chief Operating Officer, Astro Entertainment Sdn. Bhd. 
Jolyn Gasper – Head, Corporate Responsibility, Community Affairs, Astro.  
Leow Puay Tin – Head, Department of Performance and Media, Sunway University 
College. 
Ravi Navaratnam - Representative from Five Arts Centre 
Mac Chan - Representative from Five Arts Centre 
 
This year the Fund received 59 applications. 4 Grants were given out to: 
 

Ø Ho Sheau Fung, Aida Redza and Lisa Foo for The River Project  
RM12000 
The River Project – is a mixed media performance encompassing light installation 
design, dance, music and visuals to be held at two river sites. The project will 
commence with a Workshop Performance at the Klang River, Kuala Lumpur, in 
conjunction with the International Day of Action for Rivers, leading to a premiere at 
Sungai Pinang, Penang. The performance will be a result of research and 
collaboration led by Ethnomusicologist Dr. Tan Sooi Beng, architecture, set and light 
designer Lisa Foo and dancer-choreographer Aida Redza. The highlight of the 
performance will be the works developed by the collaborators with the creative team, 
based on the investigation of river issues. 
 
Lisa Foo trained in architecture, and now practices design independently. Lisa has 
been involved in art projects alone and in collaboration with others for a few years 
now.  
Aida Redza is an independent performer and choreographer in Penang, advocating 
her artistic work towards social cause and community projects with focus on 
integration and inclusion.  
 

Ø Chong Sheau Ching for A Portrait of Perseverance 
RM10000 
A Portrait of Perseverance – is a project where five disadvantaged women will be 
involved in documenting their own stories on film by themselves creating video 
journals.  
 
Chong Sheau Ching has two Bachelors’ degrees in Agriculture and Home 
Economics, and a Master’s in International Administration. She has been actively 
involved in community empowerment and poverty alleviation programs. She has 
written much and founded a community network of women who work from home, 
Mothers for Mothers/eHomemakers.  
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Ø Suzy Sulaiman for The Digital Architecture Heritage Trail 
RM5000 
The Digital Architecture Heritage Trail: Suffolk House, Penang  
The `Digital Architecture Heritage Trail’ will be historical buildings that have been 
digitally reconstructed. Users can visit these buildings virtually by clicking on a 
navigation bar; allowing them to enter different rooms. This heritage trail proposes to 
begin with the 1st public building of Pre-colonial times; the Suffolk House.  
 
Suzy Sulaiman is a graduate from Universiti Teknologi MARA (UiTM). She is an 
educationist as well as a trained architect. In 2005, she started a designers’ travel 
group known as `Responsible Communities, Architecture + People’ or re-cap 
(www.re-cap.org); a designers’ initiative dedicated to community-building through art 
and architecture projects.  
 

Ø Adrian Pereira for The Desa Mentari Youth Project 
RM5000 
The Desa Mentari Youth Project – is a youth community arts project. The aim of 
this project is to use creative arts and media to empower the Desa Mentari Youth to 
be able to reach their full capacity in nation building in particular within their 
constituency.  
 
Adrian Pereira has been actively involved with the empowerment process of youth 
and marginalized communities through various capacity building programs and 
community projects.  
 
The Press Conference to announce the 2010 grantees was held on 2 December 
2010 at Five Arts Centre in Taman Tun Dr Ismail. 
 

   
Krishen Jit Astro Fund 2010 Grantees 
 
 
11. Five Arts Centre members involved in international conferences, 

exchanges, residencies, and personal projects. 
 
Fahmi Fadzil was involved in a 3-week residency in March with Portuguese 
performer Joao Evangelista, organized by Alkantara and the Asia Europe 
Foundation in Lisbon, Portugal.  During his time there, he was engaged in field work, 
research and workshops, and presented a workshop performance entitled Breaking 
Point(e). 
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Fahmi also collaborated with Zan Yamashita in Dewa Mata | Jumpa Lagi - a one-
month residency and performance in Tokyo, Japan. With support from JENESYS 
program (Japan Foundation) and The Saison Foundation. 
 
Chew Kin Wah was co-lead in Telekom Malaysia’s series of seasonal 
advertisement campaign for 2010; was main cast for Belukar, a Malaysian movie 
nominated for best film in the 23rd Malaysian Film Festival; was main cast for 
Chantek, a Malaysian movie to be released in 2011; was supporting cast for Kongsi, 
a Malaysian comedy film  to be released in 2011; and did numerous TV shows. 
 
Kubhaer T. Jethwani was the 2nd Unit 2nd 2nd Assistant Director for Mission 
Impossible 4 starring Tom Cruise. He was shooting in Dubai from 25 September – 2 
December 2010. 
 
Anne James was involved in Ops Bilang, 26 October 2010. She crafted a 
performance for Let’s Talk About…on the topic of Freedom Of Religion for The 
Centre for Independent Journalism (CIJ). Ops Bilang was dealing with the issue of 
Freedom of Expression. Annexe Gallery, Central Market.  
 
June Tan directed a film entitled Success Rate for the BMW Shorties. The short film 
made it to the final top ten list and was nominated for Best Screenplay and Best 
Actress (Jerrica Lai). 
 
Mac Chan did much theatre work in Singapore including the lights for the National 
Day Parade in Singapore. 
 
Marion D’Cruz was one of the five recipients of the BRDB NST Dance Malaysia 
Award for her contribution to the Malaysian Dance scene. 
 
Mark Teh directed Election Daze (28 May 2010), part of Malam Tak Nak Potong 
528 - a short performance incorporating the original text of Huzir Sulaiman's Election 
Day (1999) and the subsequent changes made to the text to comply with DBKL 
regulations (2004). He curated several events including exhibitions and 
presentations. He acted in Apa DosaKu? – Sybil Kathigasu, an 8 episode miniseries 
for TV directed by Bernard Chauly. He was creative producer for That Effing Show 
and The Fairly Current Show on  PopTeeVee.   
In 2010 he attended 3 International events: 

• Asahi Art School Lecture Series, Asahi Arts Festival 2010 (23 August 
2010), Arts NPO Link in Tokyo, Japan, where he presented on his own work 
across the areas of community, documentary and new/social media, as well 
as the development and different phases of Five Arts Centre. 

• Establishing the network of Asian artists and formation of base of 
activities, Kijimuna Festa 2010 (22 July 2010), Okinawa ACO.  Okinawa, 
Japan, where he was a panelist. 

• Theatre, Community, Documentary & New Media (28 July 2010), WedGrp 
x NUS Stage, National University of Singapore where he presented on his 
development as an arts worker across the areas of youth theatre, community 
arts projects, documentary performances, exhibitions and videos, and 
new/social media projects. 
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Mark is presently on the British Chevening Scholarship, UK Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office, to pursue an MA in Art and Politics in Goldsmiths, University 
of London. 
 
Other Five Arts Members…were involved in the Five Arts projects for 2010, in 
planning for 2011 and continued to work in their various jobs. 
 
 
Five Arts Centre continues to operate from our studio and office in Taman Tun Dr 
Ismail.  Five Arts Centre is supported by ASTRO, HSBC in the Arts, AnCasa Hotel, 
Kino-I, the Ministry of Information, Communication and Culture and many other 
corporations and individual Friends of Five Arts Centre.  We are extremely grateful 
for this support which has allowed us to grow over the past 26 years, in the quality, 
expanse and amount of our work. 
 
We look forward to your continued support that will allow us to create meaningful art 
that tells the many stories of Malaysia. 
 
 
 
Report prepared by Mark Teh and Marion D’Cruz 
3 January 2011 
Five Arts Centre 
Tel:    03-77254858 
Contact:    Marion D’Cruz 012-727 0913  
   
 
 
 
 
 


